Moose Lake Fabric Sampler
40” x 40”

Materials needed:
One yard for the direction border Moose Crossing #4302-73 Mocha
3/8 yard for the sashing Scroll #3668-72 tan
2-1/2” strip for the corners Moose Crossing #4302-70 Cinnamon
1/4 yard of fabric for the appliqué moose Stars #2866-77 Brown
One Fat Quarter of each for the Nine Blocks:
Pine & Stars #5093-50 Denim
Moose Toss #5091-77 Brown
Fishing Toss #5092-44 Green
Moose Toss #5091-44 Green
Fishing Toss #5092-73 Mocha
Pine & Stars #5093-70 Vanilla
Fishing Toss #5092-71 Almond
Pine & Stars #5093-77 Brown
Moose Toss #5091-55 Blue

To see other available designs, please visit www.prairiegrovepeddler.com

Cut 1 each from 9 different fabrics
1
8-1/2” square
Cut from the tan sashing fabric
24 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” strips

For the directional border
2
4-1/2” x WOF top & bottom borders
2
4-1/2” x LOF side borders
4
2-1/4” strips for the binding

Cut from rust colored corner fabric
16 2-1/2” squares

Moose appliqué
Trace 5

To see other available designs, please vwww.prairiegrovepeddler.com

Directions
1. Line up the top row with four rust colored 2-1/2” squares
and three tan 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” strips. See A.
2. Sew the row across and repeat for three more rows.

A

3. Line up the rows then sew the tan 2-1/2” X 8-1/2” sashing
strips down each side of each three 8-1/2” squares.
Make three rows. See B.

B

4. Sew rows A and B together. See C.
5. Repeat for the other rows.
6. Sew the 4-1/2” X LOF border strips down
each side and trim the edges.
7. Sew the 4-1/2” X WOF border strips across
the top and bottom and trim the edges.

C

8. Lay the pieced top on a layer of quilt batting and
backing fabric.
9. Hand quilt or quilt on the sewing machine.
10. Cut four 2-1/4” strips of border fabric and sew
end to end to make a continuous strip for the binding.
11. Fold in half lengthwise with right sides out and press flat.
12. Pin the strip around the edge of the pieced top with the raw
edges to the outside edge of the quilt top.
13. Sew the binding face down to the top and miter each corner.
14. Overlap the ends. Fold over to the back and pin in place.
15. Hand stitch to the back.
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Designed by Cheryl Haynes for the Moose Lake Fabric Line

www.prairiegrovepeddler.com

